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NASA’s InSight (Interior exploration using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy and
Heat Transport) mission landed in Elysium Planitia on Mars on 26 November
2018. It aims to determine the interior structure, composition, and thermal
state of Mars, as well as constrain present-day seismicity and impact cratering
rates. Such information is key to understanding the differentiation and subse-
quent thermal evolution of Mars, and thus the forces that shape the planet’s
surface geology and volatile processes. Here we report an overview of the first
10 months of geophysical observations by InSight. As of 30 September 2019,
174 seismic events have been recorded by the lander’s seismometer, including
over 20 events of moment magnitude Mw 3 to 4. The detections thus far are
consistent with tectonic origins, with no impact-induced seismicity yet observed,
and indicate a seismically active planet. An assessment of detections suggests
that the frequency of global seismic events below approximately Mw 3 is similar
to that of terrestrial intraplate seismic activity, but there are relatively fewer
larger quakes; no quakes exceeding Mw 4 have been observed. The lander’s
other instruments - two cameras, atmospheric pressure, temperature and wind
sensors, a magnetometer and a radiometer – have yielded much more than the
intended supporting data for seismometer noise characterization: magnetic field
measurements indicate a local magnetic field that is ten times stronger than
orbital estimates and meteorological measurements reveal a more dynamic at-
mosphere than expected, hosting baroclinic and gravity waves and convective
vortices. With the mission due to last for an entire Martian year or longer,
these results will be built upon by further measurements by the InSight lander.
This paper provides a brief mission overview and reports key discoveries to date. We present
the first measurement of seismic activity rate, which fundamentally constrains the geological
vigor of the planet (note that this study is part of the first set of InSight science reports; two
additional papers1;2 also include interpretation of InSight seismic data3;4). The data acquired
thus far also enable the characterization of Mars seismic background and upper crust struc-
ture, a preliminary analyses of the basic character of seismicity, local geology, atmospheric
processes at the surface, and the characteristics of the surface magnetic field1;2;5–7. InSight’s
payload (Extended Data Figure 1) is similar to that deployed on the Moon by Apollo astro-
nauts and consists of three primary investigations: Seismic Experiment for Interior Structure
(SEIS)8; the Heat Flow and Physical Properties Package (HP3)9; and Rotation and Interior
Structure Experiment (RISE)10. These provide a synergistic view of the martian interior,
as seismology is most effective in delineating the outer layers of a planet (crust and mantle)
whereas determination of the rotational dynamics by RISE is particularly well-suited for
probing the properties of the deep core. Heat flow measurements provide insight into the
dynamics of the interior, which is complementary to the structural information from SEIS
and RISE. HP3 and RISE have not yet collected sufficient data for meaningful analysis; thus
their results will not be discussed here. As originally planned, InSight is expected to require
upwards of 24 months (∼1 Mars year) to achieve all of its objectives.
The Auxiliary Payload Sensor Suite (APSS) supports these investigations, including a de-
ployment system (including two cameras) and a set of sensors intended to measure sources of
seismic noise (wind, pressure, and magnetic field). A unique aspect of these sensors is that
because they were designed to have performance commensurate with SEIS (e.g., the pressure
sensor has a sensitivity in the seismic frequency band sufficient to measure variations that
can cause ground deformations that appear in the seismic data), they are well-suited for
providing diverse simultaneous measurements of phenomena both endogenic and exogenic
(see Extended Data Figure 1).
Data are acquired continuously at 100 sps for SEIS and 20 sps for APSS, but only a fraction
of this data can be returned due to transmission limitations. High-rate data are stored on
the lander for >1 month, while sub-sampled continuous data sets for SEIS and APSS are
returned daily and evaluated rapidly on the ground by the science team. The science team
then submits ‘event requests’ for the lander to return full-rate data for specific time intervals
that contain seismic, atmospheric, or magnetic events of interest.
Upon landing, InSight began immediately acquiring images, followed soon after by APSS,
radiometer, and SEIS Short Period (SP) observations, along with multiple RISE X-band
tracking passes each week. The first three weeks were dedicated to choosing the best locations
on the ground for placement of the SEIS and HP3 instruments5. Installation of SEIS and its
wind shield was completed on sol 70 (a sol is a Martian day). SEIS data was acquired prior
to this time (including on the deck), but it did not achieve full performance until completion
of its calibration and tuning around sol 85. Currently SEIS is performing significantly better
than its design requirements at frequencies between 0.2 and 2 Hz, with a noise floor of
∼3×10-9m/s2/Hz1/2 for the SP sensors and slightly above 1×10-10m/s2/Hz1/2 for the very
broad band (VBB) sensors during the early evening when the atmosphere is still1.
Geologic Context and Shallow Structure of the Regolith
InSight landed in western Elysium Planitia (4.502◦N, 135.623◦E, elevation -2.613 km; see Fig-
ure 1), a volcanic plain with surface ages ranging from 3.7 Gy to 2.5 My5. Cerberus Fossae,
approximately 1600 km to the east, contains faults, volcanic flows and liquid water outflow
channels with ages as recent as 2-10 My and possibly younger from impact crater counts11;12.
The lander sits in a ∼25 m diameter degraded impact crater, informally named Homestead
hollow, filled with impact-generated sediments that have been transported and modified by
wind. The local depth to a rocky layer inferred to be ancient lava flows is approximately 3-5
m based on the depth at which nearby impacts have excavated boulders13;14.
Coordinated synergistic observations by InSight’s instruments are providing new ways of
characterizing the near-subsurface of Mars. The seismic recording of the HP3 hammer
strokes15 and of seismic signals due to atmospheric vortices16;17 sound the first few me-
ters of the subsurface adjacent to the lander, confirming a high-porosity, low-rigidity layer
∼3 meters thick, above a much more rigid layer1. Independently, a unique joint observation
of a dust devil vortex using orbital imaging with the lander’s cameras, pressure sensor and
seismometer yielded a measurement of Young’s modulus of 270 MPa in the upper few me-
ters (see Box and Supplementary Discussion). This value, which is localized at a distance
of ∼20 m from the lander, is larger than that immediately adjacent to the lander. This is
consistent with the latter having an upper layer of relatively unconsolidated eolian material
which filled Homestead hollow after its formation. Finally, the infrared radiometer has mea-
sured the thermal inertia of the near-surface5 to be 160-230 J/m2/s1/2/K1, consistent with
expectations of a poorly-consolidated, sandy surface layer13;18.
Atmospheric and Magnetic Measurements
Although in-situ meteorological measurements have been made previously, InSight’s con-
tinuous and simultaneous, well-calibrated, high-rate, high-precision pressure, wind and air
temperature data provide an unprecedented view of Mars’ surface environment. The charac-
teristics of the bulk atmosphere and boundary layer phenomena are sampled on time scales
of seconds to months6;19 (Figure 2). And, as discussed above, the sensitivity of SEIS to both
wind- and pressure-induced signals1;17;20–24 make it a unique complementary meteorological
sensor for short-time-scale phenomena.
The InSight landing site exhibits strong daytime turbulence, being the most active site among
previous and current landed missions to date for dust devil-like vortices. The pattern of
turbulence and calm is strongly periodic, repeating daily over the time span thus far observed.
This pattern defines the low-noise windows for SEIS marsquake observations1;2. Conversely,
the dynamic atmosphere provides vibrational and ground tilt signals that can be used both to
help characterize the meteorological phenomena and to probe the mechanical structure of the
upper few meters of the regolith (see Lognonné et al.1 and Supplementary Discussion). On
synoptic scales, InSight detects surprisingly large signals from mid-latitude baroclinic waves
(with periods of 2-7 sols, similar to those detected by previous landers and from orbit), in
addition to the expected diurnally repeating solar-driven pressure variations from thermal
tides and the longer timescale signature of CO2 seasonal condensation (which matches in
shape that measured from prior landers). A few months after landing a regional storm
changed the weather at the InSight landing site, with wind direction shifting diametrically.
Other mesoscale phenomena include gravity waves (regular oscillations in pressure, wind or
air temperature driven by buoyancy oscillations and with periods >100 s), which are more
ubiquitous than previously thought, and the first detections of bore events (soliton-like waves)
and infrasound on Mars24. All of these phenomena are interesting from an atmospheric
science perspective, but also must be well-understood to properly isolate atmospheric effects
from true seismic sources.
The InSight Fluxgate magnetometer (IFG) is one of the auxiliary instruments that monitor
environmental conditions for the SEIS experiment. It is also the first magnetometer on the
surface of Mars and allows studies of static and time-varying magnetic fields (Figure 3).
Although the lander itself produces both such fields, signals of Martian origin can contribute
to understanding the atmosphere and ionosphere regionally, as well as the interior structure
of Mars. Joint studies of InSight and MAVEN (Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution
mission) magnetic field data, using new observations from the MAVEN spacecraft above
InSight, will provide unique opportunities for studying how external fields measured in and
above the ionosphere are manifest on the ground.
Satellite missions have measured crustal magnetization acquired in an ancient global field25.
However, only surface measurements can identify weak and/or small-scale magnetizations
that provide key constraints on crustal structure. The static crustal field measured by InSight
has a strength of 2013 ±53 nT, and points south-east and upward. The field strength
exceeds predicted surface fields at this location from combined MAVEN and MGS (Mars
Global Surveyor) satellite measurements by an order of magnitude26–28 and hence implies
locally strong magnetization with wavelengths less than ∼150 km. Furthermore, the inferred
magnetization is consistent with an Earth-like ancient dynamo field and is probably carried
within a layer at least 3.9 Ga old7.
So far, time-varying signals that have been confidently detected are diurnal variations and
shorter period pulsations (100-1000 s). Peak-to-peak amplitudes of diurnal variations are
∼20 nT and exceed those expected from the interplanetary magnetic field alone, indicating
contributions from ionospheric currents. IFG has also detected transient signals possibly
related to atmospheric or space weather. With a longer time-series, we expect to find signals
with seasonal and/or annual variations and 26-sol cyclicity that results from solar rotations
and the resulting periodic changes in the interplanetary field at Mars. More details are
provided in Johnson et al.7.
The time-varying magnetic fields are key to future studies of electrical conductivity structure,
acting as a probe of interior temperature, mineralogy and volatile content. The crustal
magnetization and future electrical conductivity sounding therefore contribute directly to
the overarching mission science goals.
Seismic Activity of Mars
The InSight marsquake catalog (through 30 September 2019) contains 174 events2;4, 150 of
which have a high-frequency character (with significant energy only above ∼1 Hz) and are
not yet fully understood in terms of distance and magnitude. The other 24 have dominantly
low-frequency content, and their spectral shapes follow the same scaling laws as earthquakes
and moonquakes, leading us to conclude that they are of tectonic origin2. The character of
these spectra are compatible with expectations for distant tectonic events, and three of these
have sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to be clearly located. Assuming similar
signatures between these three events and another ten with lower SNR, rough distances and
moment magnitudes can be computed for 13 events (see Extended Data Figure 3 and Table
1 in Giardini et al.2). At least two of these events are located in the Cerberus Fossae region,
consistent with the interpretation from orbital imaging of an active volcano-tectonic system.
Figure 4 shows two examples of these low-frequency marsquake signals compared to two
terrestrial events at similar distances from the receivers. S0235b has clearly defined P-
and S-wave arrivals. The time difference between these arrivals along with their measured
polarization allows location of the epicenter of the quake and determination of its moment
magnitude. P and S arrivals for lower SNR signals such as S0105a are difficult to pick from
simple inspection of the time series, and are estimated using spectral density envelopes (see
Giardini et al.2 for details). Compared to terrestrial quakes, marsquakes show relatively long
codas after each seismic arrival, indicative of strong scattering in the crust, and lack surface
waves. Whether the latter is due to deep sources, crustal scattering, or other reasons is yet
unknown.
Meteoroid impacts are an additional expected source of seismic events, and can be used to
both probe the crust and constrain the impact flux. In theory, factors such as the direction
of first motion, the occurrence of surface waves or depth phases, the amplitude ratio of
P/S waves, and frequency spectrum can all be used to discriminate between impacts and
endogenic sources29. Impact detections of up to 10 per Earth year were predicted29. Using
the measured ambient seismic noise1, the updated predicted annual detection rate is ∼8 (0.1-
200) for the SEIS VBB and ∼2 (0.02-20) for the SEIS SP30;31. All estimates have roughly
an order of magnitude uncertainty due to factors such as unknown impact-seismic efficiency,
attenuation and scattering in the martian interior.
No impacts have been unequivocally identified to date, possibly due to the scattering1 that
can obscure surface waves and depth phases2. Thus we cannot definitively rule out an impact
origin for any particular event. However the similarity of observed waveforms points to a
common seismic origin2. To actively guide the search for candidate events in the seismic
record, orbital images are being analyzed for new albedo features characteristic of recent
impacts. InSight has also begun using its cameras for night time imaging to search for
meteors. None have yet been identified31.
The level of seismic activity is crucial for investigating interior structure and understanding
Mars’ thermal and chemical evolution. Martian seismicity predictions are based on evidence
of faulting32;33 and thermal evolution models that directly link seismicity to lithospheric
cooling34–36. Prior to InSight, the only direct constraint was the absence of unambiguous
event detections by the Viking 2 seismometer37;38. This restricted activity to be lower than
a few percent of global terrestrial seismic activity.
Accounting for possible events that may be masked at noisier times and using source-spectral
scaling to estimate magnitudes (see detailed analysis in Giardini et al.2), we determine
magnitude- and distance-dependent detectability statistics and estimate the total annual
seismic activity using the 13 confirmed events. We extrapolate the number of observed
events to (i) one full year, assuming statistical stationarity of the seismicity release, (ii)
to the full sol, taking into account the observed, highly variable noise profile, and finally
(iii) to the full planet, accounting for the detectability of events of different magnitudes
with distance (see Methods). For example, the handful of events with M w 3.0-3.2 are the
detectable fraction of an estimated several tens to a hundred events per Earth year across
the planet.
Our estimated global seismic event rate derived from observed events (Figure 5) indicates a
moderately active planet, with a value far above that of the Moon (excluding deep moon-
quakes, which are associated with tidal stresses)39 and slightly below intraplate Earth46. We
note that the activity is relatively close to the initial predictions32 that were used to guide
performance requirements and is within the uncertainty estimates of Knapmeyer et al.35.
Another robust observation is the absence of events aboveM w≥4. Compared to the Gutenberg-
Richter magnitude distribution with b∼1 commonly observed on the Earth and the Moon
(where b is the logarithmic slope of the cumulative magnitude-number curve; see Figure 5),
the current distribution of events appears to be skewed to smaller events (b>1). On Earth
higher b values are only observed in specific tectonic settings, such as extensional areas40 or
extremely low-strain-rate oceanic intraplate regions41, as well as locally in volcanic areas.
We note that the robust determination of b requires much larger datasets42 and will only
be possible later in the mission. To connect the seismicity to geodynamic modelling and
the global heat budget36 requires an estimate of the full planetary moment release, which is
dominated by the largest events in the distribution43, at least for b near 1.
First results from the InSight seismometer are beginning to unveil Mars’ interior structure,
rate of seismicity, and locations of current tectonic activity. Observations by other instru-
ments reveal high crustal magnetization and unexpected atmospheric processes, such as high
levels of vortex activity and strong mid-latitude baroclinic waves. With more than another
year of planned observations, InSight’s focus on interior processes utilizing its diverse suite of
highly complementary instruments is expected to refine the rate and distribution of seismic
activity and delineate the thickness of the crust, the size and density of the core, and bound
the planetary heat flow. These observations should continue to lead to new discoveries and
constraints on Mars’ interior structure and geologic evolution, and processes of planetary
differentiation and thermal evolution.
Box Text
Box. Subsurface Structure from Multi-Instrument Observations of Vortices.
Through multi-instrument observations of the same phenomena, the InSight mission provides
unique opportunities both to better understand atmospheric processes and to investigate the
sub-surface structure of Mars. An example of this is the first joint observations of a dust
devil vortex on a planetary surface made by both orbital imaging and a suite of in-situ
instruments. From differences between sequential wide-angle Instrument Context Camera
(ICC) images we are able to identify a track left by a vortex and establish its time of passage,
allowing the isolation of this particular event in the pressure, wind and seismic data. Using
the observed time of passage, we identified the same track in High Resolution Imaging
Science Experiment (HiRISE) images from the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, which gave
the precise two-dimensional trajectory of the dust devil. By combining this information we
can make detailed measurements of the compliance of the Martian subsurface in a specific
known location. In addition, whereas dust devil vortex parameters (diameter, core pressure
drop) can normally only be determined if the vortex passes directly over the meteorological
instrumentation, these synergetic measurements allow us to remotely access the properties
of the vortex without the need for a direct encounter.
Our observations allow us to use the deformation by the negative pressure load of the vortex
to derive the compliance, or elastic rigidity, of the ground near the InSight lander. This
is a key parameter in characterizing the mechanical properties of the martian subsurface
and understanding surface formation and modification processes on Mars. As detailed in
the Supplementary Discussion, we derive a mean Young’s modulus of around 270 MPa,
increasing with depth, for an area roughly 20 m WSW of the lander. This value is larger
than that found by Lognonné et al.1 using the seismic shear velocity Vs (measured next
to the lander from the HP3 hammer strokes) to constrain the result from modeling several
hundred non-located vortices. This suggests that the regolith 15-25 meters from InSight is
more rigid than the material immediately adjacent to the lander beneath SEIS and HP3,
which is consistent with the latter having an upper layer of relatively unconsolidated eolian
material which filled Homestead hollow after its formation.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Context Map.
InSight (shown as a star) landed on an ancient volcanic plain south of Elysium Mons and
north of the martian hemispheric dichotomy. The locations of the Curiosity and Spirit rovers,
and the Viking 2 lander, along with major geologic features are shown on a topographic
map45.
Figure 2. The InSight weather station’s continuous high-frequency coverage
monitors the atmospheric activity from large-scale weather to small-scale turbu-
lence.
The first 200 sols reveal seasonal processes (polar cap CO2 condensation/sublimation, dust
storm), daily variations (baroclinic waves), diurnal variability (thermal tides), mesoscale
phenomena (gravity waves, bores), turbulence (dust-devil-like convective vortices) and in-
frasound.
Figure 3. Multiple phenomena contribute to the magnetic field measured by the
IFG.
Time-varying fields (orange) can be of external origin, including the interplanetary magnetic
field, ionospheric currents and weather events such as dust devils; they can also be of lander
origin (blue), e.g., due to movement of the robotic arm, RISE or UHF communications, solar
array currents, or temperature variations causing deformation of the lander. The martian
static crustal field (red) results from crustal magnetization, represented schematically here
as subsurface dipoles. A DC field is also associated with the lander itself (green). Inset
shows IFG (white cube, about 8 cm across) mounted under lander deck).
Figure 4. Marsquakes have similarities and differences with earthquakes.
The upper frame shows vertical displacement times series for two marsquake signals (brown).
S0235b is one of the highest SNR thus far observed and shows clear P-wave and S-wave ar-
rivals. S0105a is an example of a lower SNR event; for such events P and S arrivals are
determined using power density function envelopes2. Note the different amplitude scales.
The lower frame shows the vertical components of two earthquake signals at a similar dis-
tance, recorded at stations FIESA and DAVOX of the Swiss Seismic Network44. The shallow
earthquake in Greece has visible surface waves, which are not visible for either the deep earth-
quake or the marsquakes. All waveforms were corrected for instrument response and filtered
between 2 and 8 second period (marsquakes) or 2 and 30 seconds (earthquakes). For the
marsquakes, the instrument noise exceeds the signal at about 10 second period, hence the
different filter.
Figure 5. Cumulative annual activity rate for Mars compared to Earth, the
Moon and pre-mission predictions for Mars.
The brown curve shows the observed number of marsquakes as a function of magnitude from
Giardini et al.2. The orange curve represents these data extrapolated to the entire planet,
with the vertical spread of values representing the uncertainty in the completeness of obser-
vation for smaller distant events. The pre-InSight estimate of Mars seismic activity is from
Golombek et al.32. Lunar seismicity is based on the analysis of shallow moonquake activity
by Oberst39, with the grey area representing the unknown completeness. The global seis-
micity of the Earth (dark blue line) is from the GlobalCMT catalogue, and is dominated by
plate boundaries. The intraplate seismicity estimates separate tectonically deformed regions
away from plate boundaries (blue) and stable continental interiors (green)46. Terrestrial
curves and the upper part of the lunar bar are scaled to the surface area of Mars.
Box Figure. Multiple observations of the effects of an atmospheric vortex (dust
devil).
(A) Difference between HiRISE images ESP060695_1845 (July 8, 2019; sol 218) and ESP059495_1845
(April 6, 2019; sol 127) showing new dust devil tracks (dark traces) near the InSight lander.
The three main tracks have been highlighted by colored arrows. (B) Difference between ICC
images taken on sols 202 and 201. A faint dark dust devil trace is highlighted by yellow
arrows. (C) Model data (red) demonstrating one example fit to the observed pressure and
seismic data (black) for the vortex that formed track 1. Model parameters for this case are:
closest approach distance 19 m; vortex translational speed 9.5 m/s; core pressure drop 5.5
Pa; vortex diameter 6 m; Young’s modulus 2.7x108 Pa. See Supplementary Discussion for
details.
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Methods
Estimating seismic activity rate from event statistics
The InSight Marsquake Service47 has detected 174 seismic events, including 13 higher-quality
regional and teleseismic (low-frequency or broadband) events (as of September 30, 2019).
These latter events were all detected during the quiet evening period and all but one (S0167a)
has been determined to be closer than about 90 degrees (one degree equals about 60 km on
Mars). To estimate the full seismic activity on Mars, we use only these events. The so-called
high-frequency events are of considerably smaller magnitude; their distances are probably
<500 km, but with large uncertainies2. They therefore relate to local seismicity that would
not be detected over larger distances and is not necessarily representative of the global seismic
activity.
From the environmental noise evolution between 0.1 and 0.8 Hz from sols 85-325, and the
modelling of source spectra described by Giardini et al.2, the fraction of observation time
during which an event of a given magnitude and distance would have been observable has
been estimated (Extended Data Figure 2). We use these detectability statistics to estimate
the total annual seismic activity of Mars from the 13 observed events. These 13 events form
rate A of our estimate. Extrapolation to full seismicity is done in three steps:
1. Extrapolation to one year.
The events were detected during 231 sols of high quality operations (between sols 85
and 325). Under the assumption of seasonal temporal stationarity, we estimate the
annual (with respect to Earth years) activity by multiplying the number of events by
365/231. This results in rate B.
2. Extrapolation to full sol.
The ambient noise of Mars varies widely over the course of a sol and none of the events
could have been detected during the noisy, turbulent wind periods of late morning and
early afternoon. Therefore, each event is counted ni=1/pi times, where pi is the ratio
of time in which an event with its magnitude would have been detectable at a reference
distance of 90 degree (see Extended Data Figure 2). This factor ni varies between 4 for
the lowest magnitude (MW = 2.8) and 2 for the highest ones (MW = 3.8); see Extended
Data Figure 3. This assumes the events are stationary in time over the duration of
one sol. The result is an estimate of the set of events that would have been observed if
the noise was at its quietest over the whole mission. In total, it increases the number
of events by ∼ 3, resulting in rate C.
3. Extrapolation to full planet.
The most distant event is a magnitude 3.8 event at an epicentral distance of about
150 degrees, and is about 10 dB above ambient noise. We therefore conclude that the
lowest magnitude that can be detected on the whole planet is about 3.5, under best
noise conditions. For smaller distances, a threshold magnitude has been estimated from
Extended Data Figure 2. This means that, for example, only on 25% of the surface
of the planet could magnitude 3.1 events have been detected. Assuming homogeneous
distribution of events over the surface of Mars, 75% of the magnitude 3.1 events would
therefore remain undetected, even in the quietest periods of the sol. We therefore di-
vide the number of events in each magnitude bin by the fraction of the surface of the
planet corresponding to that bin (Extended Data Figure 4), resulting, for example in
a factor of 4 for the bin around M w=3.0.
This results in rate D. Since this process is highly sensitive to the minimum magnitude
for each distance, it is repeated with Mmin ± 0.2 to estimate uncertainties, giving the
orange bars in Extended Data Figure 5. This result is shown as the orange range in
Figure 5.
Together, the three extrapolation steps result in an estimated annual rate of 100-500 seismic
events above M w=2.9. This number is at the upper end of pre-mission predictions33;35 and
almost 100× higher than shallow lunar seismicity39. Comparisons to terrestrial seismicity
require us to take the lack of martian plate boundaries into account. Global catalogues
find about 0.5% of the quakes (Mw>4.5) on Earth in truly intraplate settings (i.e., in non-
deformed continental interiors46). This assumption has been previously used for estimating
the number of observable events expected for InSight48, but it was not always scaled to the
smaller surface area of Mars. The estimate of Martian total seismicity presented here is 25-
100% of this “terrestrial, intraplate” value for magnitudes <3. At the same time, marsquakes
of magnitudes >3.2 are significantly underrepresented in our current catalog compared to a
Gutenberg-Richter distribution with a logarithmic slope b=1.
We recognize that there are different possible scenarios for the distribution of seismic activity
on Mars. For example, the Tharsis area may be more active than the southern highlands36.
If we happen to be preferentially observing a more active region that is relatively close, our
estimate of global activity will be biased high. Similarly, if there are active regions that we
cannot observe due to distance or obscuration by a seismic shadow zone, our estimate will
be low. For now we make the simplest assumption of uniform activity.
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Extended Data Figures
Extended Data Figure 1. Instrument Payload.
 
Instrument Measurement 
SEIS (Seismic Experiment for Interior 
Structure)8 
Very-Broad-Band and Short-Period Seismometers – 
three-components of ground motion, 0.01–100 Hz, 
noise floor down to ∼ 10-10 m/s2/Hz1/2 
HP3(Heat Flow and Physical Properties 
Package) 9 
Mole and Science Tether – thermal gradient, thermal 
conductivity and mechanical properties in upper 5 m 
of regolith 
RAD (Infrared Radiometer) – ground surface 
temperature 
RISE (Rotation and Interior Structure 
Experiment)10 
X-Band Transponder – variations in planet rotation 
vector (direction and magnitude) 
APSS (Auxiliary Payload Sensor Suite) 25 
TWINS (Temperature and Wind for InSight) – air 
temperature and wind direction and speed 
Pressure Sensor – atmospheric pressure 
IFG (InSight Fluxgate) – vector magnetic field 
IDS (Instrument Deployment System) 49;50 
IDA (Instrument Deployment Arm) – ground 
mechanical properties 
IDC (Instrument Deployment Camera) – medium- 
resolution (FOV 45◦) color camera (pointable) 
ICC (Instrument Context Camera) – wide-angle 
(FOV 120◦) color camera (fixed) 
LaRRI (Laser Retro Reflector for InSight)51 
Passive retro-reflector array to support future 
precision laser ranging from Mars orbit 
 
Extended Data Figure 2. Probability of marsquake detection.
Probability to detect a marsquake of a certain distance and magnitude, given the expected
source spectrum2 and the distribution of ambient noise over sols 85-325. The colored crosses
mark the 13 events described in the main article with their uncertainties in distance and
magnitude Mw; numerical labels refer to event names in Giardini et al.2 (e.g., 167a corre-
sponds to S0167a). The black region is where the event would have never surpassed the
ambient noise, the grey region is where it would have been observable only 10% of the time.
Extended Data Figure 3. Correction of numbers of events for variable noise
across observation window. Events with magnitude Mw=2.8 are counted 4 times, events
with Mw=3.8 are counted 2 times, with linear interpolation in between. Distances and
magnitudes are based on waveform alignment and the spectral magnitudeMMaFB (see Giardini
et al.2 for a full discussion of marsquake magnitudes).
Event Distance (deg.) MW ni 
S0105a 27 (±5) 3.2 3.2 
S0133a 90 (±20) 3.2 3.2 
S0154a 90 (±20) 3.5 2.6 
S0167a 150 (±20) 3.8 2 
S0173a 28 (±3) 3.6 2.4 
S0183a 47 (±10) 3.1 3.4 
S0185a 60  (±3) 3.1 3.4 
S0189a 27 (±5) 3.0 3.6 
S0205a 45 (±10) 3.0 3.6 
S0226b 90 (±20) 3.2 3.2 
S0234c 65 (±5) 2.8 4 
S0235b 25 (±3) 3.6 2.4 
S0325a 25 (±5) 3.7 2.2 
Total number 39 
 
 
Extended Data Figure 4. Minimum detectable magnitude for different distances,
with the corresponding fractional surface of the planet.
 
Distance 
(degrees) 
Mmin 
Fraction of the 
planet’s surface 
25 2.6 0.07 
45 2.9 0.15 
60 3.0 0.25 
90 3.2 0.5 
150 3.5 0.93 
 
Extended Data Figure 5. Corrected distribution of events with magnitude.
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Distribution of events across magnitude, with the corrections described in the text.
Initial results from the InSight mission on Mars:
Supplementary Discussion
Inversion of the shallow surface structure at the InSight land-
ing site from multi-instrument observations of dust devils
In daytime, the intense turbulence in the lower atmosphere of Mars gives rise to frequent
convective vortices, detected as pressure drops as well as associated wind and temperature
signatures1. If enough dust is lifted from the surface by the convective vortex, a dust
devil is formed. Before InSight, numerous dust devils were observed on Mars by in-
situ and orbital cameras. Dust devils are known to generate tracks detected by orbital or
surface imaging2,3, and ground deformation as observed by seismic instrumentation4. Joint
observation using multiple instruments provides the possibility of a complete description
of the vortex event, including a temporal reconstruction of the dust devil event and the
formation of associated tracks.
Since InSight landed in Elysium Planitia on 26 November 2018, multiple HiRISE images
(25-cm spatial resolution5) have been acquired over the landing site. They allow the
detection of the surface expression of multiple atmospheric processes, including vortex
activity6. Seven HiRISE images of the area around InSight were acquired over the first
eight months since landing, representing almost one orbital image per month. ICC im-
ages are taken on a daily basis, while SEIS and APSS operate continuously, with 20 sps
acquisition for seismic and pressure data.
Since the beginning of the mission, many dust devil/convective vortex signatures have
been detected by SEIS7 and APSS6, making Elysium Planitia one of the most active
landing sites on Mars. However, no dust devils have been directly imaged so far by the
ICC or IDC cameras8.
Here we describe the first joint observations of a vortex event on a planetary surface
made by orbital imaging and in-situ instrumentation (cameras, pressure and wind sensors,
seismometer). These combined measurements offer the possibility to better understand
atmospheric processes and investigate subsurface structure beneath the surface vortex
track.
I. Description of the vortex signature on the various instruments:
I.a. Satellite and ICC images
After 8 months of monitoring, a dust devil track was identified in both in-situ ICC and
orbital HiRISE images in the close vicinity of the InSight lander. On the HiRISE images,
the closest track is situated SW of the lander, trending ∼ N136◦ E, at a distance of ∼ 19
m from SEIS at its closest approach (track 1 in Figure S-1A). The track, and therefore
the vortex, is at least ∼ 5-7 m wide. These measurements are all confirmed by the
1
semi-autonomous track detection we performed (Figure S-1B). Note that we also observe
two tracks in the north, trending N100◦ E to N115◦ E, at 41 m and 65 m from SEIS,
respectively (tracks 2 and 3 in Figure S-1A). This is the first time that clear dust devil
tracks have been observed at a distance <50 m from SEIS on HiRISE images (see Figure
S2-5 in Lognonné et al.7). On the basis of these HiRISE images, we are able to pinpoint
the date of these new track appearances to within a three-month time interval, between
April 6 (sol 127) and July 8 (sol 218).
Towards the end of this interval a dust devil track was also detected in ICC images (Figure
S1-2). As they are acquired on a daily basis, ICC images place strong constraints on the
date of occurrence. While the track is not observed between sols 203 and 217 (Figure
S-2A), it is clearly detectable between sols 199 and 202 (Figure S-2C). The track clearly
shows up in the sol 202-201 difference images (Figure S-2D), but not in sol 200-199 and
sol 201-200 difference images (Figures S-2E and S-2F). Surprisingly, we can also barely
distinguish a track on sol 206-203 difference images (Figure S-2B) at the exact same
location, while no tracks appear on difference images spaced by a longer period of time
(Figure S-2A). Since it is unlikely that a new track overlaid the previous one with the
same azimuth and distance from the lander, we consider that the sol 206-203 track is the
same track as the sol 202-201 track. We suggest that the track might have been further
modified by surface processes (e.g., possible slight dust removal and darkening of the
newly formed track by ambient wind). To summarize, ICC images imply that the dust
devil track formed between the ICC image acquisition times of sol 201 (5:22pm LMST,
Local Mean Solar Time) and sol 202 (4:41pm LMST). The ICC images situate the track
from about 20-22 m from the ICC camera in the SW direction (thus about 19-21 m from
SEIS) to 35-40 m out in the S to SSW direction.
The similarity between our observations on satellite and ground images leads us to con-
clude that HiRISE and ICC captured the same dust devil (track 1). We can thus infer that
the distance and azimuth estimated from HiRISE describe a track which formed between
sol 201 and sol 202. The restricted time interval (sol 201 5:22pm LMST to sol 202 4:41pm
LMST), distance (19 ± 1 m), minimum width (5 to 7 m) and azimuth (N136◦ E) of dust
devil track 1 will be used in the following sections.
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Figure S-1: (A) Difference between HiRISE images ESP060695_1845_RED (July 8, 2019; sol
218) and ESP059495_1845_RED (April 6, 2019; sol 127) showing new dust devil tracks (dark
traces) near the InSight lander. The three main tracks have been highlighted by colored arrows.
(B) Azimuth as a function of distance from the Insight lander along track 1, determined from
semi-autonomous track detection using the radon transform technique9. Red and dotted lines
are clear detection and inferred detection of the track, respectively, assuming that the track is a
linear feature.
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Figure S-2: Differences between ICC images taken on different sols. A faint dark dust devil
trace is highlighted by yellow arrows on the sol 206-sol 203, sol 202-sol 199 and sol 202-sol 201
difference images (B, C and D, respectively), and is not observed on the sol 217-sol 203, sol
201-sol 200 and sol 200-sol 199 difference images (A, E and F, respectively).
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I.b. SEIS and APSS data
Since the beginning of the InSight mission, vortices detected by their associated pressure
drop are particularly active during the day (especially between 11 am and 3 pm LTST6,
Local True Solar Time) and stop at the end of afternoon (∼ 5 pm LMST). This implies
that the convective vortex responsible for this track likely occurred on sol 202, and not
201, since the ICC image that pre-dates the event was taken on sol 201 at 5:22 pm LMST.
According to the pressure-drop detection algorithm6, 34 pressure drops >0.3 Pa occurred
on sol 202 at the InSight landing site between about 8 am and 4 pm LMST.
As described above, orbital data allow the mean track direction to be constrained; as the
vortices are transported by the wind, the direction of the track trace is also the most likely
ambient wind direction. Wind data from TWINS confirm this as the dominant daytime
wind direction (∼ N140◦ E, i.e. blowing from SE to NW). Ambient wind speeds ranged
from 5 to 11 m/s during the turbulent daytime period of sol 202 (Figure S-3). Altogether,
this information corroborates that the convective vortex passed to the SW of SEIS at its
closest approach.
Figure S-3: Wind speed data (blue) and averaged data over a moving window 1h long (red) for
the daytime period of sol 202.
In order to select candidate events in the InSight data, the seismic measurements are
vital: the ground will deform and tilt as the vortex passes by. An analysis of the source
azimuth from the seismic data for each of the 34 pressure drops detected on sol 202 allows
events with a close approach in the SW direction to be identified (Figure S-4). To further
constrain the list of candidate events we generate a model prediction of the SEIS and
APSS measurements of the convective vortex along the predefined track (N136◦ E; Figure
S-5a) based on previous models4,10. This is used to identify the events with the correct
waveforms (not amplitudes). From this process one event on sol 202 at 7:59 Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC) (13:10 LMST) is a clear candidate displaying both the correct
azimuth (Figure. S-4) and waveform (Figure S-5b). Several methods have been used to
determine the azimuth of the potential candidates, such as polarization of the dust devil
signals to retrieve the back-azimuth11. We obtain similar results for the best candidate,
showing a first arrival coming from the southeast (∼ N160◦ E), which then switches toward
the north. We note that this candidate event is not one of the biggest pressure drops on
sol 202. The largest pressure drops did not have a closest approach azimuth to the SW.
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Figure S-4: Observed pressure and seismic (horizontal, N and E) data for the event at 7:59 UTC
(13:10 LMST) on sol 202. The azimuth (lower figure) during the event (grey dashed box) varies
from E at the start of the encounter to S then W, before pointing N. The closest approach (when
the pressure signal is largest in amplitude) occurs to the SW of SEIS.
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Figure S-5: (a) Synthetic waveforms for the expected pressure and seismic data for the track 1
trajectory. (b) The observed pressure and seismic data for the event at 7:59 UTC (13:10 LMST)
on sol 202.
The wind speed and direction data for this event are shown in Figure S-6. There is no
obvious signature of the vortex rotation in the wind direction data, indicating that this
vortex probably did not pass directly over InSight. There is only a moderate increase in
the wind speed at the time of the event further suggesting that we are only detecting the
edge of the vortex at the InSight lander. At the time of this event (13:10 LMST), the
ambient background wind was ∼ 9.5 m/s (Figure S-3).
From the above analyses we can compile a list of known vortex parameters for the event
on sol 202 at 7:59 UTC (13:10 LMST). This list (Table S-1) can then be used to fit the
observed data and constrain the vortex pressure distribution model and ground parameters
at the InSight landing site.
Vortex Parameter Value Method of De-
termination
Trajectory N136◦ E HiRISE images
Closest approach distance 19 m HiRISE + ICC images
Advection speed ∼ 9.5 m/s TWINS
Advection direction From SE to NW TWINS + HiRISE
Vortex diameter >5 m, < 19 m HiRISE images + PS
Vortex core pressure < 9 Pa PS (statistics)
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Table S-1: Constraints on vortex parameters from the combined multi-instrument measurements.
Figure S-6: Pressure (bottom), along with wind speed (top) and direction (middle) data at the
time (in LMST) of the vortex passage (indicated by the grey dashed box). The wind direction
is that from which the wind blows, indicated clockwise from north.
II. Constraints on vortex models and the Martian sub-surface
II.a. Constraints on vortex parameters and pressure distribution models
Several models exist to describe the variation of the pressure from the centre of a vortex4,12,13.
In addition, as the total negative load of a vortex is the integral of the pressure over the
vortex diameter, the pressure distribution has important implications for studies of ground
deformation due to vortices4,14. Here, as we know precisely the trajectory of the vortex,
we have a unique opportunity to study how the pressure varies with distance from the
vortex centre.
Assuming the trajectory, closest approach distance and advection speed described in Table
S-1, we generate synthetic pressure and seismic time series that would be observed by
InSight for each pressure distribution model and each combination of vortex parameters
(see example in Figure S-5a; parameters for this case are: closest approach distance = 19
m, advection speed = 9.5 m/s, core pressure drop = 5.5 Pa, convective vortex diameter
= 6 m and Young’s modulus = 2.7x108 Pa). We then calculate the residual between the
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synthetic model and the observed pressure data during 20 s around the vortex encounter
in order to determine the possible range of vortex parameters for this particular event.
The combinations of vortex radii and core pressure drops that produce the pressure drop
observed by InSight (0.48 Pa; Figure S-4) are shown in Figure S-7 for each pressure
distribution model.
Considering the absolute values of the residuals, the Lorenz et al.4 (L) method appears to
be a better fit to the data. However, solutions with similar minimum residuals are found
for all three models. Given the distribution of observed pressure drops since InSight
landed on Mars6, the parameter range solutions for the Ellehoj et al.13 (E) and Vatistas
et al.12 (V) models are perhaps more reasonable.
Figure S-7: Contour plots showing the parameter space considered for the different pressure
variation models: (a) V, (b) E and (c) L. The colour represents the total absolute residual
between the observed pressure and the synthetic data over a period of 60 s around the encounter,
with the darkest colour showing the best fitting properties.
Combining these solutions for the pressure data with a similar analysis for the three com-
ponents of the seismic data allows us to further constrain the possible vortex properties.
Figure S-8a shows vortex parameters capable of reproducing the observed seismic signal
on the three components (dark regions) when the E model is used. Here we assume the
mean Young’s modulus of the martian ground derived for this event (see Section II c),
which is in good agreement with the estimations made from a collection of 360 vortex
signals7. The best fitting regions for the four observables can be compared (Figure S-8b)
to identify the most probable vortex parameters. For the E model, the four regions do
not overlap simultaneously, but the most probable vortex parameters are likely close to
the region between the upper red line and the upper green line. The V model results are
almost identical to the E model results. In comparison, the region of near overlap in the
L model is very small and requires a very large core pressure (>8 Pa). From this we can
conclude that the E or V models are probably more representative of the vortex pressure
distribution on Mars. In addition, if these models are more physically correct, this implies
that the ground compliance does not vary with distance (Figure S-9), as suggested by the
accumulated observations7, an important validation for the methods applied to retrieve
the ground compliance in Section II b.
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Figure S-8: (a) Contour plots showing the total absolute residual between the observed pressure
(top left) and seismic data (N: top right, E: lower left, Z: lower right), and the synthetic data
over a period of 60 s around the encounter. The E pressure model is used here. The darkest
colour shows the best fitting parameter combinations. (b) The regions with the best fitting
solutions for each of the data sets for the E model (left) and the L model (right). The best fitting
pressure solutions fall between the black lines, and the best fitting N, E and Z seismic solutions
fall between the blue, red and green lines, respectively. For these analyses we assume a Young’s
modulus of 270 MPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.22 (see Section II b).
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Figure S-9: Pressure dependence as a function of distance for different models
II.b. Ground compliance
In the vertical direction, the quasi-static ground motion can be modelled based on the
pressure and wind time series and the frequency-dependent ground compliance (the ratio
between vertical velocity and pressure forcing). The frequency dependence is related to
the sensitivity of elastic properties with depth, which scales with frequency. We use this
theory14,15, which was applied to InSight seismic and meteorological data for about 360
vortices7, to measure the compliance of the sol 202 event as a function of frequency.
In contrast to the multiple-measurements technique7, we can pinpoint the location of
compliance sounding at the closest approach of the dust devil with respect to SEIS.
The compliance is calculated in the frequency band 0.03 to 0.3 Hz where the coherence
between the pressure and the seismic signal is the largest, and is normalized by the
averaged wind of 9.5 m/s . The mean compliance in this bandwidth is 7x10-9 Pa-1, which
corresponds to a mean Young’s modulus of 270 MPa. The compliance values (Figure
S-10b) show a clear increase with frequency that is consistent with an increasing Young’s
modulus with depth.
The compliance measurements allow us to provide constraints on the subsurface model
to the W/SW of SEIS beneath the dust devil track. The inverse problem consists of
retrieving both the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio in the first 20 m below the sur-
face from compliance data. However, the problem is underdetermined in the sense that
different subsurface models can lead to similar misfit values. In order to go beyond the
classical computation of the unique best-misfit solution model, and to provide a quantita-
tive measure of the model uncertainty and non-uniqueness, a Markov chain Monte Carlo
algorithm is used16−18. This provides robust probability density functions (PDFs) of the
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elastic parameters as a function of depth. The forward problem is based on the Sorrells
theory15, which links the elastic properties to the compliance as a function of frequency.
The depth of the regolith/bedrock interface is randomly sampled, as well as the Young’s
modulus and the Poisson’s ratio in the bedrock. The compaction of the regolith is as-
sumed using an empirical power law (equations 1 and 20 of Morgan et al.19), assuming
that the medium is densely compacted. We set the density of the bedrock to 2600 kg/m3,
which is about 15% less than typical basalts19. Density is not constrained and is used
only for representing the result of the inversion of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio
in terms of seismic compressional wave velocity Vp.
The results are shown in Figure S-10a. All possible solutions of Vp profiles are represented,
the non-uniqueness being due to trade-offs among the seismic velocities in the regolith and
bedrock and the depth of the regolith/bedrock interface. The data fit (Figure S-10b) show
that all the models accepted by the algorithm fit the compliance data within their uncer-
tainty bounds. Compared to the previous model7, where Vp in the regolith is constrained
from the apparent velocity estimated from HP3 hammering, the distribution shows higher
seismic velocities for the uppermost few meters. It is, however, quite comparable to the
seismic velocities obtained from the inversion of the collection of 360 vortices without the
HP3-SEIS apparent velocity constraint shown in Figure S2-6c2 of Lognonné et al7.
Figure S-10: (a) Comparison of the Vp probability density function (PDF) as a function of
depth for 2 cases: (1) the PDF retrieved from the compliance of the convective vortex recorded
on sol 202 (viridis colormap), and (2) the PDF constrained using the compliance values from
360 vortices between sol 72 and sol 168 and the apparent Vp estimated from HP3 hammering7
(gray scale). Yellow and blue colours are low and high probabilities, respectively. The PDFs are
computed using 12,000 models. The PDF values are computed by counting the number of models
in each 10 m/s Vp interval, every 0.1 m depth. For a given depth, the sum of the PDF over all
the Vp intervals is equal to 100%. (b) Output probability distribution of the compliance as a
function of frequency determined from the analysis of the convective vortex recorded on sol 202.
The thick and thin black lines show the input compliance measurements and their uncertainties,
respectively.
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